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surface color perception and equivalent illumination models - surface color perception and equivalent
illumination models department of psychology, university of pennsylvania, david h. brainard pennsylvania, pa,
usa department of psychology, center for neural science, laurence t. maloney new york university, usa vision
provides information about the properties and identity of objects. 4 surface color perception and light
ﬁeld estimation in 3d ... - 4 surface color perception and light ﬁeld estimation in 3d scenes laurence t.
maloney, holly e. gerhard, huseyin boyaci and katja doerschner abstract previousresearch on surface color
perceptionhas typically used mondrian stimuli con-sisting of a small number of matte surface patches in a
plane perpendicular to the line of sight. surface gloss and color perception of 3d objects - two
experiments explore the color perception of objects in complex scenes. the first experiment examines the
color perception of objects across variation in surface gloss. observers adjusted the color appearance of a
matte sphere to match that of a test sphere. across conditions we varied the body color and glossiness of the
test sphere. the data achromatic surface color and the direction of illumination - achromatic surface
color and the direction ofi1lumination* hochberg and beck (1954) found that an objectively upright trapezoid,
when ... perception of illumination functions as a cue to apparent achromatic surface color (lightness).
hochberg and beck (1954) presented an upright trapezoid on a flat black bench. surface color perception in
3d scenes: estimating ... - surface color perception in 3d scenes: estimating, representing and discounting
the light field 1department of psychology, new york university 2center for neural science, new york university
... •hochberg, j. e. & beck, j. (1954),apparent spatial arrangements and perceived brightness. testing limits
on matte surface color perception in three ... - testing limits on matte surface color perception in threedimensional scenes with complex light ﬁelds k. doerschner a,*, h. boyaci a, l.t. maloney b,c a department of
psychology, university of minnesota, 75 elliot hall, s218, minneapolis, mn 55455, usa b center for neural
science, new york university, 4 washington place, new york, ny 10003, usa the perception of surface color
- hpmuseum - out of pressure changes on the surface, even when the measuring probe lies 20,000 feet down
the hole. the gauge maintains resolution and accuracy at any well pressure to 12,000 psia and any temper
ature to 300°f. and it holds its calibration for at least a full year despite mechanical vibration and rough
handling. cost of the complete gauge ... joint effects of illumination geometry and object shape in ... joint effects of illumination geometry and object shape in ... the constancy of surface color and lightness
perception for ﬂat matte objects and simple ... beck and prazdny1981, blake and bülthoff1990, pellacini et
al2000; fleming et al2003; obein et al2004; ji et al2006). which aspects of the image drive this percept are less
clear. perceived angle of incidence and achromatic surface color - perceived angle ofincidence and
achromatic surface color!'2 howard r. flock3 and edmund freedberg york university (i) where r is the
reflectance of a surface (or apparent surface color), l is the luminance of a surface, and e is the illuminance of
a surface. woodworth (1938) and katz (1935) understood that perception of the color appearance of
surfaces viewed through fog - judge surface color? mahadev and henry (1999) reported that observers can
discount ... color appearance of surfaces viewed through fog perception, 2000, volume 29, pages 1169^1184
... beck (1978), gerbino et al (1990) and others. metelli devised a model for transparency perception that
involves mixing the lumi- visual perception of materials: the science of stuff - gies for perception of
material and surface qualities’). thus, there is a new generation of researchers currently being trained, who
treat material perception as their core topic of interest. ... beck, j. (1972). surface color perception. ithaca, new
york: cornell university press. beck, j. (1978). additive and subtractive color mixture in ... perception of color
change - uci social sciences - perception of color change michael d’zmura,* philippe colantoni, ... viewed
leads to change in surface-color appearance. yet color typically changes less than what one would expect on ...
transparency perception relies on a coherent color change that transforms all sur- texture perception cns.nyu - texture perception michael s. landy as we parse the retinal image into different objects, a number of
visual properties are used to distinguish figure from ground and one object from neighboring objects. these
properties include luminance, color, relative motion, and stereo disparity. within a single surface there can
about perception - columbia - beck, perception of surface color. békésy, the ear. breughel et al., mosquitos
use vision to associate odor plumes with thermal targets clark, et al., preliminary experiments on aural
sensory psychology - scienceiencemag - beck explores these questions with reference to the visual
perception of surface color, placing them in the context of such historically important issues in psychology as
nativism versus empiri-cism, structuralism versus gestalt. he reviews an extensive body of experi-ments
concerned with various aspects of surface color perception: modes of
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